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We explored the production cost of energy crops at abandoned agricultural land and at rest

land at a regional and a global level to the year 2050 using four different land-use scenarios.

The estimations were based on grid cell data on the productivity of short-rotation crops on

the available land over time and assumptions regarding the capital and the labour input

required to reach these productivity levels. It was concluded that large amounts of grown

biomass at abandoned agricultural land and rest land, 130–270 EJ yr�1 (about 40–70% of the

present energy consumption) may be produced at costs below $2 GJ�1 by 2050 (present

lower limit of cost of coal). Interesting regions because of their low production cost and

significant potentials are the Former USSR, Oceania, Eastern and Western Africa and East

Asia. Such low costs presume significant land productivity improvements over time and

cost reductions due to learning and capital-labour substitution. An assessment of biomass

fuel cost, using the primary biomass energy costs, showed that the future costs of biomass

liquid fuels may be in the same order of the present diesel production costs, although this

may change in the long term. Biomass-derived electricity costs are at present slightly

higher than electricity baseload costs and may directly compete with estimated future

production costs of fossil fuel electricity with CO2 sequestration. The present world

electricity consumption of around 20 PWh yr�1 may be generated in 2050 at costs below

$45 MWh�1 in A1 and B1 and below $55 MWh�1 in A2 and B2. At costs of $60 MWh�1, about

18 (A2) to 53 (A1) PWh yr�1 can be produced.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, the interest in biomass energy has increased

considerably worldwide. There are several reasons for this:

biomass is widely available and it has the potential to produce

modern energy carriers such as electricity and liquid trans-

port fuels that are clean, convenient and easily used in the

present energy supply system. Biomass energy can also be

produced in a carbon-neutral way and can contribute to

(local) socio-economic development. The present contribu-

tion of modern biomass to the primary energy consumption is

estimated at 6 or 7 EJ yr�1. Combined with traditional bio-

mass, its share in the total primary energy supply is 9–13% [1].

Various scenario studies suggest potential market shares of

modern biomass till the year 2050 of about 10–50% [2].

However, such high shares can only be achieved if biomass

becomes available at competitive costs. At present, biomass

energy competes in some places with conventional sources

with the use of policy intervention, like a carbon tax.

Examples are the production of ethanol in Brazil and the

USA [3,4], district heating using biomass in Scandinavian

countries and the generation of electricity by (co-)combustion

of biomass in power plants in various countries [1,5,6,8].

At present, biomass residues from the forestry or agricul-

tural sector are mostly used to produce modern biomass

energy carriers at low costs. However, biomass originating

from energy crops has a much larger potential than biomass

from residue flows [2,9]. But specially cultivated biomass for

energy purposes currently results in high fuel and electricity

costs in most cases, particularly where land and labour costs

are high. Therefore, insight in potential cost and supply

developments of energy crops and biomass energy carriers is

important. Cost–supply curves of biomass energy have been

studied at a regional [10] or national level [11,12] but no

research has been conducted at global scale. This would be

interesting for both energy modellers and engineering

approaches for policy assessments.

In this paper we explore the long-term regional and global

cost–supply curves of short-rotation energy crops and liquid

fuel and electricity produced from such biomass. These

curves give insight in the long-term economic and market

potential of biomass energy. This endeavour is complicated

by various reasons, see e.g. [13]. There is limited experience

with energy crop production. Moreover, the availability and

cost of land for energy crop production as well as soil

productivity and required labour and capital inputs are site-

specific. For the assessment of regional cost–supply curves,

data from detailed, geographical analysis are needed. These

data are not available for all possible sites and have to be

derived from more generic assumptions, which we do here.

Furthermore, the development of various important para-

meters such as land use changes have been included using

different scenarios. Land-use may change due to changes in

land quality and land demand because of changes in

population, economy and diet.

This paper is a sequel to an earlier assessment of the

geographical and technical potential of energy crops [9].

There, we used land-use scenarios to estimate the geogra-

phical and technical potential of energy crops for 17 world
regions. The geographical potential has been defined as the

product of the available area for energy crops and the

corresponding productivity level for energy crops. The avail-

able areas differ for each of the scenarios. The technical

potential is defined as the geographical potential reduced by

the losses due to the conversion efficiencies. This paper

estimates the production costs associated with the energy

crops and the derived fuel or electricity for the same

scenarios and geographical regions. By cumulating the

geographical and technical potential as a function of the

production costs, we construct the cost–supply curve of

energy crops and of fuels and electricity derived from these

crops.

Our approach simplifies various economic and ecological

aspects of primary biomass energy production. We have not

differentiated between different production systems, e.g. a

high input system with irrigation and fertilisation and a more

extensive system without irrigation or fertilisation. Neither

has an extensive production system been investigated nor

have we conducted an ecological assessment of the energy

crops. We also do not include the possible cost increase

as a result of possible negative ecological impacts, e.g.

salinity of the soil or an increase in N2O emissions or

decrease due to potential ecological benefits such as erosion

prevention or improvements of the C-content in the soil, see

e.g. [6,7].

We start with a description of the methodology used in this

study to investigate biomass energy cost–supply curves

(Section 2). Next, we focus on the quantification of the input

parameters with an emphasis on cost parameters (Section 3).

Section 4 deals with the results of the cost–supply curve of

primary biomass, whereas the cost–supply curve including

the conversion to secondary energy carriers in the form of

electricity and fuels is presented in Section 5. A sensitivity

analysis of the results and a discussion is given in Section 6

and Section 7. Section 8 presents a summary and the

conclusions of this study.
2. Methodology

2.1. Aggregation level, crop choice and land-use scenarios

This study is a sequel of an earlier study [9] using the IMAGE

2.2 model for the assessment of the technical and geographi-

cal potential of energy crops. For assumptions and motivation

related to these potential figures we refer to this paper. Most

important assumptions on regional aggregation level, crop

choice and land-use scenarios are summarised in Table 1.

Fig. 1 shows the variation of land-use cover over time

and the available land areas as included in this study based

on [9].

2.2. The cost–supply curve of primary biomass energy
from energy crops

The production costs of energy crops are assessed based on

regional and global average data and assumptions about

future developments. We aggregate the cost inputs in three

parts: the labour costs, the capital costs and the land rental
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Table 1 – Summary of most important characteristics of
this study

Geographical scale Grid cell level 0.51�0.51

Regions 17 world regions: Canada, USA,

Central America, South

America, Northern Africa,

Western Africa, Eastern Africa,

Southern Africa, OECD Europe,

Eastern Europe, Former USSR,

Middle East, South Asia, East

Asia, South East Asia, Oceania,

Japan

Type of energy crops Short-rotation crops in

commercial large-scale

plantations. Which species is

preferred depends on climate

conditions and soil quality

Land use type available Abandoned agricultural land

and ‘rest’ land

Rest land Rest land includes all the

remaining non-productive land

that can be used for energy crop

production. The rest land

category excludes bioreserves,

forest, agricultural and urban

areas and is calculated after

satisfying the demand for food,

fodder and forestry products

Abandoned agricultural land The agricultural land not

required after satisfying the

demand for food, fodder and

forestry products. As such it is

the land taken out of

agricultural production due to

less demand, higher land

productivities elsewhere or both

Land use scenarios for food

and fodder demand and

supply

IPCC SRES scenarios simulated

with the IMAGE 2.2 model

[14–18]
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costs. These represent all costs that are made during the

production chain, which consists of establishment of the

plantation (plowing and weed control), planting of cuttings,

management of the plantation, e.g. by application of fertili-

sers, harvest of the crop and the break-up of the plantation,

e.g. [6,19]. In addition, costs of transport of the raw feedstock

are included.

In the literature estimates have been made of the produc-

tion costs of woody biomass from energy crops at project

level. A broad range of costs is found, ranging from 2.5 to

16.4$2000 GJ�1 in Europe, 2.1 to 7.4$2000 GJ�1 in the USA, 1.0 to

5.0$2000 GJ�1 in Latin America and 0.5 to 1.3 $2000 GJ�1 in Asia

[6,12,19–31]. This large range can partly be explained by the

wide variety of energy crops, locations and time horizons in

these studies. Our purpose is to construct a generic cost

estimate procedure that can be applied to conduct long-term

regional and global cost–supply curves. This is done by

following a more theoretical and generic approach.

To determine regional cost–supply curves of biomass from

energy crops, we focus on the long-term dynamic factors in
the production costs. We postulate four factors that are

relevant:
(a)
 land productivity;
(b)
 relative cost of labour and capital;
(c)
 innovations;
(d)
 land rental costs.
(a) Land productivity: The land productivity Y, in tonne or GJ

per hectare(LHV 15 GJ t�1), is taken from [9] based on the

IMAGE 2.2 scenarios, given on the basis of 0.51�0.51 grid cells

as a function of time.

(b) Relative cost of labour and capital: We assume that all

inputs for the production process, next to land, can be

incorporated in only two so-called production factors: capital

input K and labour input L. Let us also assume that the output

Y is a Cobb–Douglass function of the required capital K and

labour L:

Y
Y0
¼

K
K0

� �a L
L0

� �1�a

(1)

with Y output per km (i.e. land productivity) (TJ km�1 y�1), a
the capital–labour factor substitution elasticity (0oao1) and

pi the price of the corresponding factor i. The initial situation

is associated with index 0. Economic production theory

suggests that there is an ‘optimal’ ratio between the use of

capital and labour (e.g. [32]). It is given by

K
L

� �
opt

¼
a

1� a

� � pL

pK

(2)

Thus, if the price of labour goes up—an increase in wages,

that is—and the price of capital stays constant—a constant

interest rate, that is—one would expect an increase in the

capital–labour ratio as that would lower the total production

costs. Behind such a process of substituting capital for labour

is in fact a series of process changes, mechanisation being the

most familiar one. These changes do not imply an increase in

the overall productivity, but only a substitution of the labour

and capital inputs.

In the agricultural sector, substitution of capital for labour

has been known for decades. Recent examples have been

published for Zimbabwe [33], South Africa [34] based on

mechanisation of the harvesting and South Korea, mainly due

to the introduction of biochemical technology [35]. This

substitution effect may have quite an impact on the future

cost of biomass-derived energy if labour wages rise signifi-

cantly—to be expected in low-income regions with a sig-

nificant income growth—and the availability and price of

capital remain unchanged. It is not easy to give empirical

evidence of such substitution and to derive a typical

substitution coefficient. Data are scarce and often ill-defined.

We present in Table 2 some estimated values based on

empirical data from three countries. These data suggest that

the substitution dynamics is indeed an existing phenomenon,

because the resulting pL/pK ratios are for a large range of a
(0.45–0.95) and the (incorrect) assumption of similar capital

cost indicating a wage ratio between the three countries of

about 1:4.2:12.3 in the various countries at the time.

(c) Innovations: If the market for energy crops develops,

one may expect cost-reducing and productivity increasing
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Fig. 1 – Variation of land cover over time for the four scenarios as simulated by IMAGE 2.2 [9].

Table 2 – The capital cost and labour cost (per ha and shares) of the production of three energy crops (data source: [36])

Plantation type Production cost
($ ha�1 yr�1)

Factor share in production
cost

pL/pK ratio under assumption of
optimality

Capital Labour Capital Labour a ¼ 0.5 a ¼ 0.6

Nicaragua (eucalyptus) 0.66 0.34 1.94 1.29

Ireland (willow) 0.89 0.11 8.09 5.39

The Netherlands (willow) 0.96 0.04 24 16
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innovations. The actual trajectory for such cost reductions is

impossible to predict, but there is evidence that technological

learning evolves according to a log linear relationship of the

form (see e.g. [37])

l ¼
Pt

t¼0O
O0

 !p

(3)

with l the cost reduction factor with which the input of

labour and capital are reduced, p the learning coefficient

(po0) and O the output, or produced commodity. For

simplicity we assume here so-called factor-neutral innova-

tions, that is, it is not biased towards saving preferentially on

the input of labour or capital as is the case in factor
substitution. As we do not simulate actual use of bioenergy,

but the potential availability over time, we assume that the

production has the same development as the geographical

potential, i.e. we use the geographical potential for the

output. This approach to technological learning reflects the

finding that some representative cost factors, e.g. input

required per unit of output, tends to evolve linearly with the

logarithm of cumulative production. The coefficient p can

also be expressed in the progress ratio PR ¼ 2p. Please note

that a progress ratio of 0.9 implies that the costs are reduced

with 0.1 for each doubling of the cumulative production.

For each grid cell i, with a land productivity Yi (TJ km�2 y�1)

and situated in region r, we propose the following expres-

sion for the cost calculation of the energy crop production
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costs Ci ($GJ�1):

Ci ¼
pKr
� lr � Kr þ pLr

� lr � Lr þ pAr

Yi
(4)

with pKr
the interest rate (�) and pLr

the price of labour (wages)

($manyear�1 y�1) in region r; pAr
is the price of land in region r

($km�2 y�1) and lr the cost reduction factor due to technolo-

gical learning in region r. Lr is the required labour (man-

year km�2 y�1) and Kr the required capital ($ km�2 y�1) in

region r. It is assumed that labour and capital requirements

are covering all the necessary operations and inputs in the

production process.

From this formula it is seen that the local land productivity,

regional labour wages, interest rate, land prices and cumu-

lated production (geographical potential) are the determi-

nants in our simple energy crop cost model. Note that,

although in theory, land productivity is a function of the input

(K and L), we use the land productivity from [9]: here K and L

are calculated from the land productivity results. As L and K

are increased with land productivity (intensification), the

main reason for reduction is innovation and a decreased

share of land costs (due to the variation in the ratio of land

costs to land productivity). Among regions the variation in

production costs is caused by a difference in cost reduction

factors and land costs.

Fig. 2 illustrates the consequences of various assumptions

with the example of a eucalyptus plantation in Nicaragua.

The initial labour and capital inputs were derived from [6].

The exact value is rather uncertain, amongst others because

we here have neglected the break-up costs. Curve 1 indicates

the constant cost profile if cost inputs remain constant over

time and no learning takes place. Let us first, for simplicity,

assume that labour wages increase with 1% per timestep for a

period of 100 timesteps. This leads to curve 2: an exponen-

tial rise in cost. If we include capital–labour substitution
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Fig. 2 – Development of energy crop production costs over time,

1% wage rise per timestep (2), substitution to reduce cost increas

The data are based on estimates for a plantation in Nicaragua,
(a ¼ 0.65), curve 2 declines to curve 3, showing the effect of

mechanisation and the like. Without capital–labour substitu-

tion but with factor-neutral innovations from technological

learning, assuming a 1% production increase per timestep

and a progress ratio 0.9, costs will develop according to

curve 4. Finally, and still assuming the same 1% per timestep

wage rise, curve 5 shows the cost trajectory with both

substitution and learning. It is seen that one can postulate

various mechanisms which influence future costs of energy

crop derived energy—at least in theory.

Finally, cost–supply curves are constructed by ranking the

geographical potential as a function of the estimated

production costs in the grid cells.
2.3. The cost–supply of secondary biomass: liquid fuel and
bio-electricity

The technical potential that accounts for the supply of

secondary biomass is derived from [9]. Here we focus on the

costs of secondary biomass energy. Consistent with [9] we

investigate two distinct routes: conversion of woody biomass

to liquid fuels (synthetic Fischer Tropsch (FT) diesel) and to

electricity. Converting woody biomass into FT diesel, is

assumed to include a gasification step. For the production of

electricity, we assume that biomass gasification and subse-

quent combustion in combined cycle power plants is the

preferred route as it is expected to have high efficiency and

low electricity production cost in the long term [27,38]. These

conversion technologies are not yet commercially available,

but important technological improvements and commercia-

lisation are expected by several authors [1,39–41].

To evaluate costs of liquid fuel or electricity derived from

biomass in any given cell I, we postulate a standard

conversion plant of technology t with capacity P (GJ h�1 or

kW) and output Et (GJ y�1). The latter is the product of the load
me step

2

3

4

5

10095908580757065605550

applying different algorithms including constant wages (1), a

e (3), innovations (4) or both substitution and innovations (5).

see text.
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factor (LF), the capacity (P) and the amount of hours in a year.

We have to account for four elements:
1.
Fig

Th
Primary biomass costs: These costs are obtained from the

cost–supply curve of primary biomass and indicated by ppb.
2.
 Overall conversion efficiency: In the process from biomass to

liquid fuel or electricity, losses will occur during transport

and conversion resulting in an overall conversion effi-

ciency Z. As the transport losses at short distances are

rather small [42], we take the plant conversion efficiency

equal to the overall efficiency.
3.
 Transport from the harvesting area to the conversion plants:

These costs can be approximated as the sum of fixed costs

for loading/unloading, overhead, etc. of charter costs for

trucks, etc. and for fuel costs as a function of the efficiency.

It does not include costs for new road construction if good

infrastructure is lacking. Transmission costs are not

included in this analysis.
4.
 Capital cost and non-fuel operation and maintenance costs of the

conversion plant: Unlike for biomass production, we neglect

labour cost variation over time. Also we assume that

operation and maintenance costs are a fixed fraction m of

the capital costs. The latter are annuitised by multiplying

the specific investment costs with capacity P and the

annuity factor a. Annuitising is done in the usual way:

a ¼
r

1� ð1þ rÞ�L (5)

with r the interest rate, set at 10%, and L the economic

lifetime, set at 20 yr. We assume the interest rate and
. 3 – Overview of the approach to estimate the technical potent

is figure does not show the dynamics over time (capital–labo
economic lifetime of the conversion plants to be equal

over the world and constant over time.

Of course, the cost of the conversion plant will change over

time and probably decrease with increasing scale and experi-

ence (see e.g. [38,43,44]). Technological developments have been

incorporated using the same learning curve as applied to the

production of energy crops. Using this learning curve, we

differentiate the specific investment costs among the four

scenarios (different learning rate), regions and over time.

An overview of the calculations and input parameters used in

this study is summarised in Fig. 3. The production cost of

secondary biomass energy carriers produced in cell i Csb,i ($GJ�1),

either liquid fuel or electricity, can now be expressed as

Csb; i ¼
Etðppb;i þ Tþ DtFruÞ

Z
þ
ðaþ mtÞ � It � Pt

Et
(6)

with Et the plant output (GJ y�1), ppb,i the biomass feedstock

cost, T the fixed transport costs ($GJ�1); D the distance, set at

50 km, t the transport or charter costs per unit of biomass, set

at $0.0424 GJ�1 km�1, Fr the regional fuel costs ($ m�3) and u
the fuel efficiency, accounting also for the load factor, set at

0.002 m3 GJ�1
3. Inputs to assess the production cost of
energy crops

The application of the methodology described in the previous

section is done using data from the IMAGE 2.2 model and
ial, the cost and the cost–supply curve of biomass for energy.

ur substitution and innovations).
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from estimates based on literature review. The input data are

described below.

3.1. Land productivity and geographical potential

The land productivity—or yield—of energy crops was ob-

tained from calculations using the IMAGE 2.2 model at a grid

cell level for each of the four land-use scenarios, taking into

account soil quality and climatic indicators as precipitation,

temperature and CO2 concentration. See [9] for an overview of

the assumptions.

Given the land-use scenarios and the resulting potential for

energy crops at abandoned agricultural land and rest land, we

have ranked the cells available for energy crops in any year of

the scenario-period according to their productivity. In Fig. 4

we present these distribution curves for the four scenarios for

the year 2050. The curves show for instance that in the A2

scenario about 4�105 ha of abandoned agricultural land with
a land productivity of between 1450 and 1550 t km�2 y�1 can

be maximally available for energy crop production in 2050. It

is seen that in scenarios A1 and B1 quite a large area of

productive land may become available in principle; in the

other two scenarios it is less. Clearly, the rest land area is

large but its low productivity makes it much less attractive.

Fig. 5 shows the development of the calculated geographical

potential between 2000 and 2050 for the four scenarios. The

main difference between the A1, A2 scenarios and the B1, B2

scenarios concerning the geographical potential originates

from the assumed differences in land-claims for nature

development between the scenarios.

3.2. Land rental cost

A second component in the calculation of primary biomass

cost is the cost for land rental in region r, pAr
($ km�2 y�1).

It depends on many local factors, such as the quality of land,
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the demand for land, subsidies and the distance to infra-

structure. There is no unambiguous way of constructing a

regional average from the—scarce—local data. The values

mentioned in the literature (see below), give an indication

of the ranges. Assuming a productivity of on average

15 TJ km�2 y�1, the land costs may range from $0.1 to 4 GJ�1.

We propose an estimation of land rental costs based on

data on the added value of land from the World Bank [45]. The

added value of land is estimated as the difference between

the (global) market value of the output crops and the crop-

specific production costs, using market values and production

costs of cereal, maize and rice. The data from [45] have been

allocated to the regional division of IMAGE 2.2 and also used

to estimate changes over time. Because we assume biomass

to be planted on land no longer required for food production

and, hence, on relatively low productive land compared to

agricultural land, the World Bank estimates will be too high.

In an earlier study with the IMAGE model [46], they were

multiplied with the ratio of the lowest productivity of the crop

produced mostly in the region and the regional average

productivity of that crop. This approach is also adopted here.

These ratios were estimated in order of 0.2–0.6, varying

among regions and changing over time if crop distribution

changes. This ratio is in some regions low, assuming that land

quality contributes significantly to the land price. This is a

simplification that is expected to lead to an underestimation

of land price. However, due to the complexity of the land price

dynamics, we have only included this factor. The resulting

estimated cost of land for the 17 IMAGE regions used in this

study are shown in Table 3. They are fairly similar to the

values from literature for most developing regions and North

America; however, they are low compared to OECD Europe.

Land rental costs in the literature for agricultural or energy

crop land are found ranging from 1600 to 9500$2000 km�2 y�1

in Africa [46], 2700 to 15,000$2000 km�2 y�1 in Latin America

[6,28,46], 1500–23,600$2000 km�2 y�1 in North America [10,19,

26,28,47] and from 3600 to 64,800$2000 km�2 y�1 in Europe

[26,47–52].

3.3. Capital, labour cost, substitution coefficient and
learning

For the energy crop plantations, we assume that the expenses

in the form of seeds or cuttings, machines required for

planting, plowing or harvesting and fertilisers and weed

control can all be incorporated in a single cost figure: the

annuitised capital costs. Because of regional differences and

differences in production system these costs can vary

significantly. Currently observed costs of cuttings, for in-

stance, range from $0.01 to 0.1 cutting�1, with cutting

densities for willow plantations at a level of 10�105–16�

105 cuttings km�2 [6,53]. Operational costs during the produc-

tion are to a large extent determined by the cost of fertiliser

and fertilisation management. Pesticides and herbicides are

less intensely used, mostly for the production of cuttings, e.g.

[54]. Because fertilisation depends strongly on soil quality, there

is a wide range in estimates for the amount of fertilisation

required. Estimates range from 900 to 15,000 kg km�2 y�1 for N,

200 to 9000 kg km�2 y�1 for P and 700–9000 kg km�2 y�1 for K

[19,29,55–58]. The actually applied fertiliser can have a signifi-
cant impact on land productivity. Fertiliser costs range from 0.4

to 1.6$2000 kg�1 [25,48]. Using application levels as presented

above, this results in costs per hectare of between 80 and

24,000$2000 km�2 y�1. Assuming an average productivity of

15 TJ km�2 y�1, which might be overestimated for the low and

underestimated for the high input case, fertilisation costs range

from $0 to 1.6 GJ�1. In our calculations we estimated the

required capital from the labour costs and the capital–labour

ratio, based on initial values of these labour and capital costs,

based on [54].

Another important cost determinant is the price of capital,

i.e. the interest rate. It is project-specific and depends on

factors such as access to capital markets, project risk

appraisal and credit facilities. We use a fixed interest rate of

10% for all regions, the same value as that used in the IMAGE

2.2 simulations [14].

The third important cost component is labour costs. These

are a function of the required labour input and the labour

wages. The wages differ for high-skilled and low-skilled

labour. Average of high- and low-skilled labour wages per

hour (assuming 8 h of work per day) found in the literature are

about 12$2000 h�1 in Finland [50], about 13$2000 h�1 in the USA

[59], about 0.3$2000 h�1 in Nicaragua and 12.8$2000 h�1 in

Ireland [6]. In view of our model formulation, wage changes

matter mostly and we use the development of regional gross

domestic product (GDP) cap�1 as a proxy of the labour wages

(see Table 3).

For all regions, the capital–labour substitution elasticity is

set at 0.65, based on the data presented in Table 2. For the

initial labour and capital input we use the cross-country

analysis from Table 2. We have divided the regions in three

groups according to their GDP value in the year 2000. The

Netherlands is assumed to be representative for the regions

with the highest GDP, Ireland for the middle class and

Nicaragua for the lowest category.

For the assessment of the progress ratio, it is assumed that

in the scenarios with a higher gross world productivity and

more global oriented (A1 and B1), the progress ratio is 0.9. For

the other scenarios (A2 and B2), it is assumed that learning is

less fast due to lack of investments and lower cross-country

innovations; the progress ratio is set at 0.95. We assume the

progress ratio to be constant over time. This may be in

contrast to what is suggested in the literature about decreas-

ing progress ratios (e.g. [37]) but we found too little empirical

evidence for time dependency of learning.

3.4. Transportation cost

Another cost component is transport from land of production

to conversion unit. There are various aspects that determine

the transport costs, at first the transport distance. The

transport distance is a function of the size of the conversion

unit and the supply around the conversion unit. This has

been analysed in various studies, e.g. [29,44]. The distance is

the main reason for the choice of the type of transport

medium. Truck transport is mostly favoured at short dis-

tances o150 km [60,61]. Furthermore, the transport costs

depend on the load that can be transported (e.g. chips versus

logs), also on the return trip and the car efficiency. The

product of these factors and the fuel prices determines the
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Table 3 – The regional transport cost, the regional labour and the regional annual land cost estimated in this study, using the IMAGE 2.2 model based on land value figures
from the World Bank [44]

Transport costs (Ct) ($ GJ�1) Labour cost (pL) ($ h�1) Land cost (pAr
) ($ km�2 yr�1)

A1 A2 B1 B2 A1 A2 B1 B2
2000–2050 2000–2050 2000–2050 2000–2050 2025–2050 2025–2050 2025–2050 2025–2050

Canada 0.33 12.6–26.4 12.5–18.2 12.6–26.4 12.5–21.9 0.64–0.68 0.65–0.67 0.64–0.65 0.65–0.67

USA 0.31 18.6–43.2 18.5–28.4 18.6-35.6 18.5–34.7 1.55–1.55 1.47–1.55 1.41–1.98 1.50–1.53

Central America 0.29 1.7–15.5 1.6–5.9 1.7-13.7 1.7–7.0 1.37–1.19 1.45–1.23 1.19–1.37 1.44–1.24

South America 0.29 2.7–20.6 2.7–8.1 2.7–18.2 2.7–9.7 1.16–1.27 1.26–1.30 1.16–1.20 1.23–1.27

North Africa 0.4 0.8–9.4 0.8–3.3 0.8–8.3 0.8–4.2 0.26–0.31 0.26–0.25 0.26–0.27 0.26–0.31

Western Africa 0.4 0.2–2.6 0.2–0.8 0.2–2.5 0.2–1.0 0.22–0.23 0.23–0.23 0.22–0.23 0.23–0.24

Eastern Africa 0.4 0.1–2.2 0.1–0.7 0.1–2.2 0.1–0.8 0.20–0.21 0.22–0.21 0.21–0.22 0.21–0.22

South Africa 0.31 0.7–6.0 0.7–2.2 0.7–6.0 0.7–2.5 0.93–0.70 0.75–1.02 0.65–0.92 0.8–1.02–80

Western Europe 0.45 14.1–36.9 14.1–22.5 14.1–31.8 14.2–27.5 1.30–1.31 1.24–1.35 1.27–1.32 1.33–1.40

Eastern Europe 0.38 2.0–23.9 1.9–7.0 2.0–14.0 2.0–12.5 0.72–0.66 0.71–0.73 0.70–0.72 0.71–0.73

Former USSR 0.38 1.0–16.9 0.9–3.8 1.0–10.8 1.0–7.9 0.29–0.24 0.29–0.29 0.28–0.29 0.29–0.29

Middle East 0.31 2.1–16.6 2.1–6.2 2.1–14.6 2.1–7.9 0.30–0.30 0.30–0.31 0.29–0.31 0.30–0.31

South Asia 0.31 0.3–6.4 0.2–1.0 0.3–4.3 0.3–3.1 1.11–1.47 1.09–1.48 1.07–147 1.14–1.18

East Asia 0.32 1.1–18.0 1.0–2.9 1.1–10.3 1.1–9.8 4.06–1.69 1.40–1.44 1.63–166 4.17–4.19

South-East Asia 0.26 0.9–11.0 0.9–2.6 0.9–7.1 0.9–7.8 1.55–1.49 1.81–1.49 1.51–153 1.50–1.56

Oceania 0.26 10.2–25.8 10.2–14.6 10.2–22.1 10.2–18.2 0.13–0.13 0.14–0.14 0.13–0.14 0.13–0.14

Japan 0.37 25.2–48.1 25.1–34.0 25.2–38.4 25.5–39.5 6.28–7.37 6.55–6.48 5.40–8.13 4.89–4.91

World 5.5–19.6 5.5–9.5 5.5–15.7 5.5–12.7 1.30–1.22 1.16–1.19 1.12–1.25 1.23–1.24
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Table 4 – Summary of the values of the parameters used
in the cost calculations of different conversion technol-
ogies

Biomass
electricity

Biomass
transport fuel

Conversion route/type of

fuel

Gasification

combined cycle

Gasification FT

conversion

Typical scale (MWth)a 20–1000 100–2000

Status Demonstration Laboratory/

demonstrationb

Conversion efficiency (%)

(year 2000)

40 40

Conversion efficiency (%)

(year 2050)

56 55

Availability (%) 95 95

Load factorc 0.7 0.8

Specific investment costs

($ kW�1) (year 2000)

1370 1630

Specific investment costs

($ kW�1) (year 2050)

A1, B1: 1120 A1, B1: 1180

A2, B2: 1300 A2, B2: 1380

Operational and

maintenance costs (% of I)

4 4

Lifetime technology (yr) 20 20

a We used typical scales mentioned in the literature for present

plants and future plants.
b The production of synthetic diesel by Fischer Tropsch technology

using biomass is in the pilot scale; however, the conversion of coal

to Fischer Tropsch oil is commercial already.
c The load factor is defined as the ratio between the full-load hours

per year and the total amount of hours in a year (8760).
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fuel costs per transported commodity. For the USA it was

shown that in the past 30 years the overall efficiency in

MJ t�1 km�1 has increased significantly, mainly due to an

increase in transport load [62]. In addition, there are costs for

loading and unloading. These fixed costs depend on the type

of biomass transported and the labour costs. Finally, there are

charter costs, accounting for the truck rent. As the locations

of the plants are not fixed and we do not have information

on the distribution of the energy plantations within grid

cells, such detailed analysis of transport distances cannot be

conducted. Instead we use a fixed illustrative average

transportation distance of 50 km, which lies in the range

found in the literature for national transportation of biomass

(20–80 km) [12,26,63,64]. The distance of 50 km can be outside

the grid cell size used in the land-use simulations. The value

was chosen as it represents the distance in real. The exact

distance chosen does not have a large influence on the final

costs. We use a formulation for the transport costs Ct ($GJ�1)

and the parameters that are based on Northern European

data [60] (see also Eq. (5)):

Ct ¼ Tþ tDtFru (7)

Fuel costs are available for a large range of countries [65]:

the other parameters are more difficult to determine. One can

argue that fixed and charter costs are lower in regions with

relatively low wages. However, at the same time, the fuel

requirement is often higher. We therefore calculated the

transport costs by only varying the fuel costs as a first

approach. This results in a range in transport costs at a

national level of 0.26 (New Zealand) to $0.6 GJ�1 (UK). The fuel

costs are for a significant share determined by taxes [62]. No

data for African countries are included in this range. We

assume that the regions distinguished in this study have

transport costs based on the averages of the national ranges.

For African regions, we assumed similar costs as in the

Former USSR and East Europe because these are average costs

and we assume low-quality roads and low car efficiency. The

transport costs at regional level are given in Table 3. Due to

lack of data, in the long term it is assumed that the transport

cost remains constant.

Various studies conclude that international trade in bio-

mass or energy carriers derived from biomass, such as liquid

fuels, can be an interesting option, for instance between

regions with limited resources but renewable energy targets

and regions with ample supply of biomass [60,64]. At present

biomass is also traded at significant levels, e.g. [61]. The cost

of such inter-regional transport is excluded in this study.

3.5. Conversion to liquid fuel and bioelectricity

The cost–supply curve for the secondary biomass-derived

liquid fuel and electricity requires data on the performance of

the conversion plants such as the overall conversion effi-

ciency (Zt), specific investment costs and the like. The

assumptions regarding these variables are based on various

sources, e.g. [38,39,42], and are given in Table 4. They are

taken as being equivalent across all regions. One can assume

that similar technological learning takes place as was

assumed for the production of energy crops, reducing the

specific investment costs. We therefore use the same cost
reduction factors as calculated for energy crop production.

The initial investment costs are based on figures as found in

the literature, representative for a biomass integrated gasifi-

cation combined cycle (BIGCC) plant of about 200 MW and a

FT plant of about 500 MW. One of the ways to achieve cost

reductions is scaling up. The cost reductions assumed here

can be reached using a scale of about 300 MW for BIGCC and

about 1000 MW for FT. For BIGCC this estimate is based on a

scale relation using a reference plant of 50 MW with an

investment cost of $2400 kW�1 and a scaling factor of �0.4

[39]. For FT, these investment costs are based on a scale

relation using a reference plant of 400 MW with an invest-

ment cost of $1530 kW�1 and a scaling factor of �0.22 [43].

One may argue that further cost reduction is possible, e.g. by

increasing the size of the conversion pant. However, as at

present both technologies are not available at commercial

basis, we rather use these, possibly more conservative figures.
4. The cost–supply curves of primary biomass
energy

The production costs of energy crops develop over time. They

may increase because of increasing labour costs. Over time,

the production costs will fall due to technological learning

at a regional level. An example is given in Fig. 6. Note

the differences between the two scenarios (A1 and A2).
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Fig. 6 – The cost reduction factor (k) for capital and labour costs for the production of energy crops that takes into account the

technological learning for the A1 and A2 scenarios.
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Fig. 7 – The global average cost–supply curve for the production of energy crops for four SRES scenarios for the year 2050 and

the cost–supply curve at abandoned agricultural land for the year 2000 for the B1 scenario is also shown.
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The variation between the regions is comparable for the two

scenarios, but the A1 scenario has larger reduction factors

due to the larger geographical potential over time. In both

scenarios, East Asia and Eastern Europe have the highest cost

reduction potential. Note that technological learning is

influenced by the overall geographical potentials as functions

of time and by the progress ratio, but also by the geographical

potential in the initial situation, here chosen as the year 2000.

This is the reason why for instance the Former USSR, the

region with the highest potential, does not have the largest

estimated cost reduction; this occurs in Eastern Africa for

both scenarios.

The global cost–supply curves of energy crops at abandoned

agricultural land and at rest land for four Special Report on

Emission Scenarios (SRES) scenarios in the year 2050 are

shown in Fig. 7. Technological learning and capital–labour

substitution in response to rising income, e.g. wage levels, are

included. Also for the B1 scenario, the cost–supply curve for
the year 2000 for abandoned agricultural land is shown. One

should realise that these potentials not only depend on cost

parameters but also on the time-dependent geographical

potential (Fig. 7). Therefore, the two scenarios with the lowest

value of the progress ratio (highest technology-induced cost

reductions) and the highest geographical potentials have the

lowest energy crop production costs, A1 and B1. The

cost–supply curves lie for a significant part, i.e. 130 (A2)–270

(A1) EJ y�1 below $2 GJ�1 which is considered the lower level of

the present (2005) price for coal [69]. The lowest costs found

for the year 2000 are $1 GJ�1. For 2050, the lowest costs are

found at $0.8 GJ�1, in the A1 scenario in Eastern Africa.

The results obtained for both land types together at the

regional level are presented in Table 5. It is found that Eastern

and Western Africa has the lowest-cost largest potential

(below $1 GJ�1). Regions that are assumed to be able to

produce significantly at costs below $2 GJ�1 are the Former

USSR, Oceania, West and East Africa.
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Table 5 – The total estimated geographical potential of energy crops for the year 2050, at abandoned agricultural land and rest land and the estimated geographical
potential at various cut-off costs for the four land-use scenarios

Region A1 A2 B1 B2

Below

$1 GJ�1

Below

$2 GJ–1

Below

$4 GJ�1

Geographical

potential

(EJ yr�1)

Below

$1 GJ�1

Below

$2 GJ–1

Below

$4 GJ�1

Geographical

potential

(EJ yr�1)

Below

$1 GJ�1

Below

$2 GJ–1

Below

$4 GJ�1

Geographical

potential

(EJ yr�1)

Below

$1 GJ�1

Below

$2 GJ–1

Below

$4 GJ�1

Geographical

potential

(EJ yr�1)

Canada 0.0 11.4 14.3 18 0.0 7.9 9.4 12 0.0 11.1 12.1 14 0.0 10.0 11.1 13

USA 0.0 17.8 34.0 53 0.0 6.9 18.7 33 0.0 24.5 32.9 36 0.0 27.6 39.4 49

Central

America

0.0 7.0 13.0 17 0.0 2.0 2.9 4 0.0 4.1 7.6 11 0.0 1.6 3.3 5

South

America

0.0 11.7 73.5 87 0.0 5.3 14.8 24 0.0 27.6 60.7 63 0.0 6.1 32.7 43

Northern

Africa

0.0 0.9 2.0 5 0.0 0.7 1.3 4 0.0 0.7 1.5 3 0.0 0.7 1.0 2

Western

Africa

6.6 26.4 28.5 50 7.9 14.6 15.5 23 1.2 13.3 13.7 27 1.4 4.5 4.6 6

Eastern

Africa

8.1 23.8 24.4 41 3.6 6.2 6.4 16 2.6 13.9 14.1 22 0.9 1.8 1.8 5

Southern

Africa

0.0 12.5 16.6 43 0.1 0.3 0.7 10 0.0 11.7 12.6 29 0.1 0.2 0.4 2

OECD

Europe

0.0 3.0 11.5 14 0.0 5.6 12.5 14 0.0 2.7 9.1 9 0.0 6.9 15.4 16

Eastern

Europe

0.0 6.8 8.9 9 0.0 6.2 6.3 8 0.0 7.9 8.0 8 0.0 7.6 8.2 9

Former

USSR

0.0 78.6 84.9 127 0.8 41.9 46.6 68 0.0 66.9 69.0 88 0.0 60.1 61.7 78

Middle

East

0.0 0.1 3.0 13 0.0 0.0 1.3 8 0.0 0.0 2.0 4 0.0 0.0 1.4 3

South

Asia

0.1 12.1 15.3 27 0.6 8.2 9.8 14 0.1 6.4 8.3 14 0.0 1.4 2.8 6

East Asia 0.0 16.3 63.6 107 0.0 0.0 5.8 23 0.0 49.8 61.1 77 0.0 0.0 21.4 46

South-

East Asia

0.0 8.8 9.7 10 0.0 6.9 7.0 7 0.0 2.9 3.0 3 0.0 2.5 3.5 4

Oceania 0.7 33.4 35.2 55 1.6 16.6 18.0 34 10.4 28.1 28.6 35 5.5 24.3 24.8 30

Japan 0.0 0.0 0.1 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0

Global 15.5 270.6 438.5 675 14.6 129.3 177.0 302 14.3 271.8 344.4 443 8.0 155.3 233.8 316
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Fig. 8 – Cost breakdown for energy crop production costs in the grid cells with the lowest production costs within each region

for the A1 scenario in the year 2050.
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Fig. 8 shows for the A1 scenario the lowest regional energy

crop production costs and their cost breakdown for the year

2050. The transport cost has a relatively high share in the

delivered production costs in some African regions and in

Oceania. Except for Japan, land costs do not contribute

significantly to the overall production costs of energy crops.

The capital and the labour costs are relatively high in the

Middle East, due to a low cost reduction factor (Fig. 8).

Fig. 9 shows the map of the world for the A1 scenario for the

years 2000 and 2050, indicating where, according to our

calculation, energy crops may be produced at costs below or

equal to $2, 4 and 8 GJ�1 in the long term. The figure shows

that there are large areas in the Former USSR where energy

crops may be produced at costs below $2 GJ�1. In Eastern Asia

large areas are estimated where energy crops may be

produced at costs below $4 GJ�1.
5. The cost–supply curve of secondary
biomass energy

Fig. 10 shows the global cost–supply curve of biomass liquid

fuel in the year 2050 using the primary biomass at abandoned

agricultural land and at rest land for the four scenarios. The

current retail price of gasoline and diesel is in the order of

$23 GJ�1. Assuming crude oil to contribute 60% to this price,

the future costs of FT diesel are in the same order as the

current diesel and gasoline costs [66]. As diesel costs fluctuate

with the oil prices, the comparison is different for the long

term. Studies indicate that the world conventional oil

production might peak in the timeframe we consider here,

which may increase the diesel price in the long term, see e.g.

[67]. The lowest production costs for biomass fuel are found

in the A1 and B1 scenarios, at a level of $9 GJ�1. For the A2 and

B2 scenario, the lowest costs are found at about $10 GJ�1. The

main differences between the two sets of scenarios are

caused by the lower geographical potential development over

time for A2 and B2, which leads to less technology-induced

cost reductions.
The cost–supply curve of biomass electricity is shown in

Fig. 11. For comparison, we also indicate the future costs of

electricity produced from fossil fuel with carbon capture and

storage (CCS) for various fuels and conversion plants, estimated

to range from about $40 to 100 MWh [68] and present electricity

production costs, at an average value for baseload plants of

about $40MWh�1 [65]. These results show that biomass

electricity may become able to compete with electricity from

fossil fuel-powered plants with CCS. It is found that in large-

scale biomass fuelled power plants, the present world elec-

tricity consumption of 15.7 PWhy�1 [70] may be generated in

2050 at costs around $40MWh�1 in A1 and B1 and at costs

below $50MWh�1 for the other scenarios. At costs of $60

MWh�1, about 18 (A2) to 53 (A1) PWhy�1 can be produced. This

is about 0.9–2.6 times the present electricity production.
6. Sensitivity analysis

In this study, the cost distribution of secondary biomass

energy within and among regions is only determined by the

costs of primary biomass. Therefore we investigate the

sensitivity of the production costs of primary biomass for

the various input parameters (Fig. 12a and b), restricting

ourselves to primary biomass from abandoned agricultural

land for the A1 and A2 scenarios. A1 and A2 are chosen as

they represent the extreme ranges of the cost–supply curves.

For one scenario (A1) we calculate the sensitivity of the

cost–supply curve of electricity for the assumptions on

conversion technology and costs (Fig. 12c). To this purpose,

we have varied the capital–labour substitution coefficient, the

management factor (MF), the interest rate, the initial capital

and labour inputs, the conversion efficiency, the economic

lifetime of the plants and the investment costs within a range

of 25%. The progress ratio has been varied between 0.8 and

0.95 (A1) and 0.85 and 0.99 (A2). Fig. 12a–c shows that:
�
 The production costs of energy crops are most sensitive

to the capital–labour substitution. This implies that if
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Fig. 9 – (a) Spatial distribution of production cost of energy crops for abandoned and rest land category in the year 2010 for the

A1 scenario at abandoned and rest land area. (b) Spatial distribution of production cost of energy crops for abandoned and

rest land category in the year 2050 for the A1 scenario at abandoned and rest land area.
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e.g. mechanisation, and so capital–labour substitution

stagnates (low a), the production costs in the year 2050 is

almost doubled for the A1 scenario.
�
 Variation in the land productivity, incorporated by the MF,

causes large variations in the production cost of primary

biomass. Land productivity increase causes a lower

relative land rental cost and an increase of the cost

reduction factor due to technological learning.
�
 The cost–supply curve of energy crops is less sensitive to

the other parameters; these are therefore not separately

shown in Fig. 12.
�
 Primary biomass cost in A2 is less sensitive to variations in

the input parameters, because the productivity and also

labour wages increase over time are less in the A2 scenario

compared to A1.
�
 The variation in the biomass-derived electricity cost varies

similar as the production cost of energy crops. However,

additional technical parameters are also important, as are

the investment costs, resulting in a wide range of biomass-

derived electricity costs.

Note that in practice not one but all parameters could have

a value different from the default numbers used in this study.

Consequently, the total variation can be larger than shown

here.
7. Discussion

Most literature sources on future energy crop costs assume

that the capital and labour costs remain constant over time,

and the costs reduce only due to autonomous land produc-

tivity increase. In our approach, with increasing land

productivity, inputs increase proportionally. Nevertheless,

our results of the cost estimates for the production of primary

and secondary biomass fuels are in line with estimates

conducted in other studies, e.g. [10,25,71,72]. But, the

approach used in this study is still a first exploration and is

simplified from reality at various points. This limits the

possibility to make firm statements about the future econom-

ics of biomass energy in different regions. We would like to

point out some remarks for discussion.

Although several studies conclude that if one takes

into account the ecological impact and the economics

of the production system, woody short-rotation crops are

interesting in the long term, see [73]; alternative crops

like biomass residue streams or agricultural crops such as

sugar beet and perennial grasses can become competitive

with short-rotation crops studied here. It is therefore to be

noted that biomass liquid fuels and biomass electricity

may therefore be available at lower costs than estimated

here.

Various cost parameters are included at a global level, e.g.

the interest rate, transportation cost and cost inputs of

secondary biomass energy are dealt with in a simplified

way. Cost estimates in this study show therefore less regional

variety than is to be expected in reality. This is also the

case for the estimation of the land costs. These are esti-

mated at a regional level, but considerable differences in

soil quality and competing options may exist within a
region. More importantly, we have not included feedback

mechanisms that take into account the impact on land

costs from increased competition between food and energy

crop supply. This mechanism can affect the land costs

as the prices of food crops as well as energy crop increase

with an increased demand of biomass for energy, see [74].

For a better understanding of these mechanisms more

effort should be put into integrating the food system and

the land costs.

Finally, it is to be noted that the assumption on capital–la-

bour substitution implies a reduced socio-economic benefit

of employment often mentioned in the context of large-

scale biomass production. To what extent this is a desir-

able in terms of sustainable development is not addressed

here.
8. Summary and conclusion

It can be concluded that large amounts of grown biomass at

abandoned agricultural land and rest land, 130–270 EJ y�1

(about 40–70% of the present energy consumption) may be

produced at costs below $2 GJ�1 by 2050 (present lower limit of

cost of coal). Interesting regions because of their low

production cost and significant potentials are the Former

USSR, Oceania, Eastern and Western Africa and East Asia.

Such low costs presume significant land productivity im-

provements over time and cost reductions due to learning

and capital–labour substitution. An assessment of biomass

fuel cost, using the primary biomass energy costs, shows that

the future costs of biomass liquid fuels may be about twice

the present diesel production costs, although this may

change in the long term. Biomass-derived electricity costs

are at present slightly higher than electricity baseload costs

and may directly compete with estimated future production

costs of fossil fuel electricity with CO2 sequestration

($40–100 MWh�1). The present world electricity consumption

of around 20 PWh y�1 may be generated in 2050 at costs below

$45 MWh�1 in A1 and B1 and below $50 MWh�1 in A2 and B2.

At costs of $60 MWh�1, about 18 (A2) to 53 (A1) PWh y�1 can be

produced.

The global curve that consists of all regional curves is found

to be relatively flat, but this is highly sensitive to various input

parameters, e.g., the elasticity that accounts for the substitu-

tion of capital for labour. If mechanisation, and so capital–

labour substitution stagnates (low a), the production costs in

the year 2050 is almost doubled for the A1 scenario. To

enhance the insight in the future economic potential and

competitive position of biomass energy, more research and

more input data are required. It is recommended to focus

future research on:
�
 The dynamics of the capital–labour substitution between

the two production factors, to understand the impact of

rising incomes.
�
 The technology development of the energy crop produc-

tivity for several production systems.
�
 The impact of large energy crop production on e.g. food

production and agricultural land availability.
�
 The ecological impact of large-scale energy plantations.
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�
 The possibilities of energy crops under more extensive

production systems in comparison with intensive produc-

tion systems as assumed here.
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